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Notes on Acrydium and the Actual Status of Three

Supposedly American Species (Orthoptera, Acridi-

dae, Acrydiinae).

By MORGANHEBARD, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

In 1909 J. L. Hancock described three species and two vari-

eties of the Acrydiinae from North America, 1 the first species

of which he noted as "Amer. b.". the material being from the

Saunders Collection, presented to the University Museum, ( >x-

ford. by Mrs. F. \Y. Hope. Part of this series is now in the

author's collection and the carelessly written labels have been

deciphered as all "Amur 1." Further study proves beyond

question that a painful mistake was made, the series not com-

ing from Xorth America but from eastern Asia.

Comparison with our series of Asiatic Acrydiinae shows that,

in consequence, nothing but synonyms were erected.

Hancock's T\clri.r\ anicricuna (page 414) was based on two

females and his T \ctri.\-~\ americana dimorpha
2

(page 415) on

four examples, one of these paratypes, a male, being in the

author's collection. This male agrees competely with a male

in the same collection, collected at Khabarowka on the Amur
in May by Paraschine. \Ye have also a female (likewise abbre-

viate) bearing the same data; a male (abbreviate) from Chilok.

Transbaikalia; a male (abbreviate) labelled "Siberia" received

in exchange from the Geneva Museum determined as, and

probably from the same series as the type of, Tclli.v sihiricits

Bolivar, 1887, and three females (abbreviate) from near Kar-

tun in the District of Vladivostok. These names of Hancock's

are synonyms of .Icrydinni sihiricitm (I'.olivar). Ilis descrip-

tion of amcricanum is vague and misleading, evidently based

'Trans. Km. Sue. London. 1909, pp. 414 to 417.

"Admittedly nicivly llu' abhrrviult.' n mditi< m of thr same species,
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on more than one specimen, though the contrary was stated.

The vertex is not at all like that of A. yrannhitum (-- sitbuhi-

tiun), as it is not triangularly produced and has the median

carina briefly projecting, the frontal costa is not at all, or

scarcely, excavate between the eyes in lateral profile and proj-

ects just sufficiently to be visible for some distance when the

insect is examined from directly above.

Hancock's Noinotctti.r validus (page 415) was based on two

females, the paratype being in the author's collection. Com-

pared with a large European series of Tctri.r knutssi Saulcy,

1888, it shows no difference suggesting even racial separation

and we therefore place that name as a synonym of Acrydium
kraiissi (Saulcy).

3

Hancock's N\o//iotctti.v\ arcticiis, based on two females of

which the paratype is in the author's collection and N[ouwtct-

ti.r] arcticiis obtHsits,* based on a single male, are found from

comparison with a large European series to be referable to

d \ryllus] [Ijitlla] bipunctatiis Linnaeus, 1758. These names,

therefore, fall in synonymy under Acrydiitin bipunctatum (Lin-

naeus). Not only are the antennal joints more elongate than

in knntssi, but the pronotum has its cephalic margin less pro-

duced (transverse to weakly obtuse-angulate) and the form is

usually (but not always) less robust. The caudate female has

the pronotal keel very high for this insect, but the vertical dis-

tance from the shoulder to its summit is considerably less than

the depth of a lateral lobe.

In working out the above synonymy we had supposed that

Bei-Bienko's "Notes on the Siberian Representatives of the

Genus Acrydium"
"' would be of great value. Unfortunately

that study proves to be superficial and unsatisfactory. The
first species considered is, from material before us, clearly a

member of the genus Paratctti.r. The first section of the key,

3
Racial status under bipiiiictatiiin was suggested by Hebard in 1925

(Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc., LI, p. 37), but intergradation is not indicated
in any of (be one hundred and nine specimens now in the Philadelphia
collections.

4 Also merely the abbreviate condition of the same species
6

Eos, V, pp. 365 to 373, (1929).
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whether the pronotum is ahhreviate or caudate (accompanied

hy a corresponding development of the wings )
is well known

to occur very frequently in the Aerydiinae and is a feature

of mere individual variation of no specific or racial importance

whatever. The repeated use of "f. inacrof>tcra" is contrary to

the generally accepted rules of nomenclature and to the Inter-

national Code.

The treatment of the few specimens he had from eastern

Siheria is particularly faulty. The assumption of racial status

for a single female of sihiricitni from the Vladivostok District,

named sihiriciiin iisstiriaiuun, is unjustified, the differences

noted heing very probahly wholly attributable to individual vari-

ation, which we helieve will he conclusively demonstrated hy
series from that region.

Ilis description of .Icrydiitin sittnilans (page 366, fig. 1) and

Acrydium nnuirciisc (page 368, figs. 3 and 4) shows little

knowledge of the genus, for both are probably synonyms of

Acrydinni tarturmn (Bolivar), 1887, such differences as are

noted being probably again attributable to individual variation.

The following material of iartarnui (a species never mentioned

by Bei-Bienko) in the author's collection has been carefully

compared with these descriptions. Sarafshan, Turkestan, 1 $

(abbreviate), originally labelled tartamm by Saussure as was
the type described by Bolivar, received in exchange from the

Geneva Museum. Tashkent, Turkestan, 1 <5 ,
2 9 , (abbreviate).

Kokand. Turkestan, 3 <3 ,
1 $ (male caudate, the others abbre-

viate). In addition there is an abbreviate male from eastern

Siberia, received as a gift from Saussure by the Academy of

Natural Sciences.

In these specimens the frontal costa is not visible from above

in all but the last specimen (in which it can be seen from that

angle as in the type of ainitrciisc, but the head is slightly up-
tilted in the former as is probably the case with the latter speci-

men). The pronotum has its cephalic margin strongly angulate

produced, its longitudinal keel very high and nearly or quite

equal to the depth of a lateral lobe, the lateral lobes have the

lower sinus rectangulale to slightly obtuse-angulale, the median

femora have their margins weakly undulate and the caudal

metatarsus has the first pulvillus the shortest.
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Finally we believe that his assertion that Acryiliuin bipnnc-

tatnm (Linnaeus) may not occur in eastern Siberia is unwar-

ranted.

Comparison of the species of the New and ( >ld Worlds has

produced some other surprising and interesting results.

The most astonishing of these is the fact that the widespread

boreal North American insect, known as Acrydinni granulatum

Kirby since its description in 1937, proves to be the identical

species as Acrydiuni sitbulutuni (Linnaeus) described in 1761

and heretofor supposed to be a widespread boreal species con-

fined to the Old World.

The New World boreal Acr\dium acadicuni bntnneri (Boli-

var) shows nearest affinity to that species followed by the New
World boreal Acrydiuni ucadiciini acadicnui (Scudder). In

the Old World almost corresponding positions in that fauna

are taken by Acrydiuni kntussi (Saulcy), Acrydiuni bipuncta-

titin (Linnaeus) and its very close relative Acrydiuni sibiricitin

(Bolivar). The less boreal North American Acr\'diuin orna-

tuin Say finds its corresponding Old World relative in the less

boreal Acrydiuni ccpcroi (Bolivar).

Of the remaining Old World species the less boreal Euro-

pean Acrydiuni turki (Krauss), the closely related eastern

Asiatic Acrydinni japoiriciuit (Bolivar), both of which appar-

ently belong to a branch from the bipunctatum stem, and the

very distinctive European and western Asiatic Acrydiuni dc-

prcssum (Brisout) have no counterpart in the New World, but

in eastern Asia Acrydiuni tartaruni ( Bolivar) apparently takes

the place of the New World genus Noniotctti.v.

All of these species are represented in the Philadelphia col-

lections. Without material it appears probable that Acr\dinui

kicffcri (Saulcy) is a response to certain conditions of local

environment developed either in bipititctutuin or Icraussi, or is

intermediate and based on material indicating that the latter is

a geographic race of the former.

It is almost certain that -Icrydiuin bolirari (Azam) 1901 is

a synonym of siibulufitin, based on individuals which have the

vertex least projecting. Both Saulcy and A /.am ignored the
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fact thai caudate, abbreviate and all intermediate conditions (if

pronotal and wing development are a matter of mere individual

variation frequently occurring in many species of the Acrydii-

nae. The past literature is unfortunately filled with names im-

properly proposed for such individual variations having no

racial or specific significance whatever, as well as for color

phases which in the Acrvdiinae have been proven to be nothing

more than Mendelian factors.

In considering these species one is struck by the number from

the Old World in which the vertex is less and the frontal costa

is more projecting, so that the latter is visible in direct dorsal

aspect, a feature not shown by any of those from the Xew
World.

A List of the Ants of Oklahoma (Hymen.:
Formicidae).

l!y M. 1\. SMITH, Department of Entomology, Mississippi

State College, State College, Miss.

Although the ant fauna of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona

seems to be rather well known, that of Oklahoma, unfortu-

nately, has been neglected by myrmecologists. The following

list has, therefore, been prepared by the writer with the idea

of filling as much as possible this gap in our knowledge of

Xorth American ants. The state should be an unusually inter-

esting collecting ground for myrmecologists, because it is here

that many of the eastern and western ants meet. In addition,

the various topographical regions should contain verv charac-

teristic species. So far as the writer is aware, only two ants

have been described from Oklahoma, and these only within the

last year. The two species referred to are Aphaenogaster
Ircdtac subsp. pluteicornis and its variety oL'/nIioiurnsis.

According to H. H. Lane, in the Naturalist's ( luide to the

Americas, the state is considered largely an oak grove savannah.

It contains lour mountainous uplitts as lollows: the < >/arks.

the Arbuckles, the Ouachita and Wichita mountains. The re-


